I
re there any other universes besides this one ? How can a plurality of universes be conceived of ? And, provided there are more than just one, how can we make sure that they are really universes on their own and not just remote regions of our universe ? One of the first principles of contemporary cosmology is that the universe is a closed and completely interconnected system, which means that it does not A 460 present interior regions among which causal information cannot flow. 1 The same idea has been advanced by some of the philosophers of "the possible worlds", such as David Lewis : "There are no spatiotemporal relations at all between things that belong to different worlds", he writes. 2 This entails that, even if other universes existed, we could receive no data from them, for otherwise they would be just parts of our universe. 3 (And conversely, the objects from which we do receive data or which causally influence us must be parts of the same universe as we.) But since we cannot receive any data from other universes, we cannot decide whether or not they really exist. Therefore, this proposition (P) "our universe is unique" is necessarily neither true, nor false : it is intrinsically non-decidable.
Contemporary cosmology actually admits that there may be regions of our universe that are completely disconnected from each other and thus unable to causally interfere with each other, at least at present and perhaps also in the future. Ex hypothesi they are considered "regions of our universe", but if it is closure and interior connectedness which define a "universe", nothing seems to conceptually distinguish between these disconnected regions of one single greater universe and a few "separated universes" on their own. The explanation of this phenomenon is the so-called "horizon problem" : we cannot receive any information from objects lying beyond the distance light could travel from the beginning of the cosmological expansion. 4 This distance fixes the size of our "horizon" and is estimated around 14bn light years ; it is the reverse of the so-called "Hubble constant". Hence, "if some region of the universe lies outside the horizon of some other region, at some time t after the Big Bang, then these two regions are causally disconnected at time t : they have not yet had time to communicate with each other via light signals." 5 And if there is enough distance between them (say, for instance, 100bn light years), they may never have time to communicate, because they may be both extinct until their respective horizons expand enough to overlap. Therefore, nothing forbids us to consider these so-called regions to be universes on their own.
Consequently, propositions such as : "there are (or there are not) regions of our universe beyond our horizon", or rather "there are (or there are not) other universes outside this one", or "there are so many colors, umbrellas or cats in other universes", etc., and especially "this universe is the only one" (P), as well as "P is true (or false)" are intrinsically non-decidable : although they refer to the present and to the past, they are simply neither true, nor false, insofar as some of their direct or indirect references are not part of the universe we live in. In other words, we can never tell whether or not an assertive proposition is true, unless both we who are uttering it 461 and all its explicit and implicit references belong to the same universe. Obviously, the result seems to be an observer-dependent logic. 6 In fact, if we define the "universe" as a closed, interconnected system, Aristotle's logic, which concedes the infringement of the principle of the excluded third only to singular propositions referring to the future (the "contingent futures"), may not suffice 7 : the propositions "x exists" and "x existed", where x is an object beyond our horizon, or (which amounts to the same) belonging to a different universe than ours, can be said to be neither true, nor false by us, although the former proposition refers to the present, and the latter to the past. The truth-value of these propositions varies according to the location of the person who is expressing them, whereas in Aristotelian logic it solely depends on the concordance between speech and facts, irrespective of the location of the speaker.
Thus, in addition to the Aristotelian "contingent futures", one has to accept certain "contingent presents" and certain "contingent pasts" whose truth-values are nondecidable as well. Therefore, we either have to modify our standard logic by adopting a topical, observer-dependent viewpoint, or, if we prefer to keep our Aristotelian, standard logic, we have to stick to "God's viewpoint" -and by this syntagm I mean the condition of someone who thinks he "knows" that all P-like propositions are necessarily true.
II
All these considerations are intended to serve as introductory remarks to a discussion about a rarely tackled passage from a treatise of Plotinus. 8 There the philosopher surprisingly calls into question the uniqueness of our universe by inventing a thought experiment and examining whether and how different universes, provided there are more than just one, can interfere with each other. Why "surprisingly" ? Because since Plato's Timaeus and Aristotle's De Caelo and Metaphysics, the dogma of the uniqueness of the universe was so well established that no one (and least of all a Neoplatonist) was likely to raise any doubts concerning its validity. 9 Did Plotinus question it ? Not explicitly, at least. Yet the following discussion may shed light on Plotinus' astonishing freedom of thought with respect to his masters. In his third treatise entitled "On problems concerning the Soul" -which Porphyry also named "On Vision" 10 -Plotinus reflects upon how vision and perception, in general, are possible. Taking up and developing Plato's argument in Timaeus, he claims that sensations occur because we are all part of one unitary, complete, cosmic Animal <ἕν ζῷον>, in possession of a unique Soul. So, since everything lives within the same cosmic Animal, the sense organs and the sensorial objects <ἀντιληπτά> are bound together by a universal sympathy. "They feel together", only because they were purposely created by one and the same Soul to be similar and to correspond to each other, as living parts of one and the same cosmic Animal. 11 Then Plotinus argues against the Aristotelian theory, which considers light to be an actualization of a "transparent body" <σῶμα διαφανές> which, supposedly, is potentially present in air, water and various transparent solids. 12 This Peripatetic theory implies that, in order to travel, light needs a medium, so that the eye cannot see through void. But to Plotinus the medium is just accidental, while sympathy and cosmic correspondence are essential. He says :
[If we do not see], it is not because there is no medium, but rather because any sympathy of the Animal towards its parts is destroyed and so is sympathy of the parts with one another, which is due to the unity of the Animal. 13 Further, the philosopher restates his main point : sensation is possible only because "this universe is an Animal sympathetic to himself" <συμπαθὲς τὸ ζῷον τόδε τὸ πᾶν ἑαυτῷ>. Immediately afterwards, and quite unexpectedly, he embarks on a strange counterfactual thought experiment :
We have to investigate this point : if there were another cosmos <εἰ ἄλλος κόσμος ἦν> and another Animal with no contribution to this one <μὴ συντελοῦν πρὸς τοῦτο>, and if there were an eye on the back of the heaven <ἐπὶ τοῖς νώτοις τοῦ οὐρανοῦ>, could it see the other cosmos from a moderate distance, or would there be no connection between this and that world ? 14 Let us mention that ἐπὶ τοῖς νώτοις τοῦ οὐρανοῦ is an approximate quotation from Plato's Phaedrus. 15 In that passage, Socrates describes the wonderful sight that the blessed souls of the gods can enjoy when their chars climb up to the top of heaven. There "they behold the things outside the heaven" <τὰ ἔξω τοῦ οὐρανοῦ>. Yet, as Léon Robin noticed 16 , their is only a contemplation of the intelligible world, expressed in mythical terms, not a physical observation of some bodies located beyond the vault of heaven, as in the thought experiment imagined by Plotinus. So Plotinus seems to have abusively taken Plato's phrase out of its context (which is not rare with him), perhaps wishing to allude to the fact that it was Plato himself who had contemplated the possibility of an exterior eye looking at something existing in the outer space. Nevertheless, in Timaeus (whence the idea of the universe as cosmic Animal originated and whose text was cited many times in this treatise of Plotinus), Plato plainly stated that the universe had been made unique, spherical, smooth and with no eyes on its outer side : "for of eyes it had no need, since outside of it there was nothing left over." (In a different context, within the same long treatise [4.4,24, 34-35] and about forty pages earlier, Plotinus quoted the same passage. It is noteworthy that he avoids mentioning it again at 4.5,3, 21-25, as he presents his counterfactual thought experiment.) 17 Clearly, Plato was not Plotinus' best ally for his counterfactual thought experiment, but at least Plotinus found the textual pretext for it precisely in Plato's Phaedrus. To produce such a pretext was really important to someone who used to claim that his own philosophical endeavor was nothing but mere explanation and development of Plato's doctrine, quite exempt of any genuinely original intervention. 18 So far, Plotinus postpones the solution to his odd question until the last chapter of the treatise. There he resumes his thought experiment and also presents his response :
If there were a body outside the heaven and an eye on that exterior side, and no obstacle preventing it from seeing, could this eye see a body which is not in sympathy with it, if sympathy is due to the nature of the unitary Animal ? I answer that if sympathy exists because the sense objects and the sense organs belong to one and the same [cosmic] Animal, there will be no sensation, unless that body was the outer part of this Animal <εἰ μὴ τὸ σῶμα τοῦτο τὸ ἔξω μέρος τοῦδε τοῦ ζῴου>. For if it were so, probably it could [be seen] <εἰ γὰρ εἴη, τάχα ἄν>. 19 (Interestingly enough, in chapter three, as he first introduced his thought experiment, Plotinus used the imperfect, a tense which the Greek language assigns to "unreal" [counterfactual] clauses. But here, in chapter eight, he switches to the optative, which is the tense of possibility. So what at first sight seemed to be pure counterfactuality later became a possible hypothesis, the consequences of which he explored.)
What immediately strikes in both texts, apart from the strangeness of this image of an eye which, like a contemporary space vehicle, tries "to take pictures" of objects located beyond the sky, is the distinction (however implicit) Plotinus makes among no less than four ways of conceiving the "universe", which were not distinguished prior to him : 1) Our system (universe 1), also called "heaven", contained within the sphere of the fixed stars ; 2) Our cosmic Animal (universe 2) part of which, but not necessarily the only part, is universe 1 ; in that case, universe 1 is not really a universe in our sense, since it is not a closed system ; 3) Another possible cosmic 
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Animal (universe 3) with no "contribution" to our cosmic Animal ; 4) An inevitable (though unnamed) "total" universe (universe 4, the All), holding two or more cosmic Animals, disconnected from each other, because "sympathy" exists only within the same "Animal"-universe. (However, "universe" 4 is not a universe in our sense, either, because its constitutive universes do not communicate among themselves.) This important conceptual distinction suggested by Plotinus explains why the philosopher probably felt the need to introduce here his thought experiment, thus breaking in the middle of the discussion about how sight is possible : in fact, if "universe" 1, universe 2 and "universe" 4 coincide, while universe 3 is non-existent, as Plato and Aristotle believed, there is no point in talking about eyes seeing objects floating outside the heaven's vault. For if this world is definitively thought to be unique and contained within the solid sphere of the fixed stars, as it was generally believed up until Bruno and Galilee, Plotinus' thought experiment will seem meaningless and anyone will be able to dismiss it on the pretext of advancing absurd ideas. On the contrary, if there is even a slight possibility that at least "universe" 1 and universe 2 (let alone universe 3) might be distinct, then such outer objects might exist too, and if so, they might be either visible, or not. According to a Peripatetician, they cannot be seen in any event, because of the void. According to an Atomist (a follower of Epicurus, for instance), they must be visible in all cases, because their eidola are supposed to be able to travel through the void. What would be the answer of a Platonist ? -Plotinus could have asked himself. Therefore, if we admit that the philosopher took his thought experiment seriously (which seems to me to be inevitable), we are entitled to accept that he was not fully convinced that the world was limited by the sphere of the fixed stars.
In fact, Plotinus advanced the following hypothesis H1 : there is something outside the sky ("universe" 1). Hence, two mutually exclusive hypotheses necessarily follow :
Either H2 : This something is part of our cosmic Animal (universe 2), together with our system ("universe" 1). The consequence of it is C1 : This object is visible to an observer from our world, the intermediary void notwithstanding.
Or H3 : This something is part of universe 3. Then C2 follows : This object is necessarily not visible to an observer from universe 2, irrespective of how small the distance between the object and the observer may be. And C3 : The object can be seen or generally perceived only by the inhabitants of that universe 3.
Finally, we have to notice one last, extremely interesting and necessary conclusion of all this, C4 : If the eye fixed on the back of the heaven sees nothing outside "universe" 1, this may happen either because there is simply nothing outside "universe" 1 (C4a) -which is thus identical with universe 2 and, consequently, H1 is denied) -, or because there really is a universe 3 outside universe 2 (C4b), which cannot be seen (and thus H1 is affirmed), because ex hypothesi two universes cannot interfere with each other. Which of the two (either C4a, or C4b) is true is nondecidable. Moreover, which of H1 and ~H1 is true is essentially non-decidable, either, in case the eye sees nothing outside the sky, although both hypotheses refer to the present and not to the future. So the principle of the excluded third (H1 V ~H1) appears to be more seriously restricted than Aristotle would have permitted.
While Plotinus discusses C1 and C2 and suggests C3, he never takes C4a and b into consideration, a fact which is puzzling in itself and which we shall address in what follows.
So far, the question is : did Plotinus ultimately accept the possibility of H1, against all what Plato, Aristotle and so many others philosophers taught ? Moreover : had he any suspicion that proposition P -"our universe is unique" -was neither very sure, nor decidable after all ? H.R. Schwyzer believed that Plotinus' conclusion was that there was really nothing outside our universe or heaven, because one could see nothing outside it. 20 Yet, nowhere in this passage or elsewhere in the treatise does Plotinus formally state that there is really nothing outside heaven (and thus he leaves open the alternative of either H2 or H3), nor does he infer the absence of a body from our incapacity of seeing it. On the contrary, what he actually says is very different : there might be an outer body, yet it could not be seen were it not part of our universe.
Our view is that Plotinus did accept H1 (there is something outside the sky) as a possibility. For otherwise, as we have already shown, all the engaged discussion looks meaningless, since his theory of sympathy as the foundation of sensation did not need such a funny and implausible argument in its favor. It would have meant no more than attempting to prove an obscurum per obscurius. On the contrary, the thought experiment solely makes sense if we assume that Plotinus took the theory of universal sympathy for granted and merely sought to follow its necessary consequences should one accept the possibility of H1. He meant to add no further confirmation of the theory, but rather to examine how a more flexible concept of the universe could exploit it.
III
At this point it is worth noticing that there may have been at least two theoretical precedents that could have encouraged Plotinus to advance H1 and, consequently, H2 or even H3. Thus, it is well known how important Stoicism was to Plotinus, even if he failed to recognize this debt. On the one hand, although inspired by Timaeus, his theory of sympathy and universal life that bind everything together within one and the same cosmic Animal was Stoic to a large extent. 21 On the other hand, unlike other ancient philosophers, the Stoics used to distinguish between the Whole <τὸ ὅλον> and the All <τὸ πᾶν> :
20. H.R. SCHWYZER, "Plotinos", p. 538 : "Außerhalb unseres Weltalls könnten wir wegen Fehlens der συμπά-θεια nicht sehen, doch gibt es nichts außerhalb" (my underline The Stoics thought the void was not just nothingness, but "something" <τι> surrounding "the Whole" ; so they listed it among the so-called "incorporeal entities". 23 Consequently, Plotinus could find an initial impulse in the Stoic theory of the universe, as he had already found one in the Stoic theory of sympathy. He had learned from these philosophers that "universe" 1 -the Whole -was possibly less than the whole universe -the All. He had also learned from them that, unlike the All, the cosmos had to be considered a "whole" -a complete system, bound together by sympathy. Therefore, if the surrounding void was already thought to be "something", why not continue this line of speculation and imagine that there might be also some other "things" out there ? Of course, by advancing H1, Plotinus made a big step further in comparison with the Stoics ; yet he had built his hypothesis on some already present, Stoic foundations.
Perhaps he built it on some Aristotelian ones, too ! Indeed, Aristotle himself inadvertently could have prompted Plotinus to think that the uniqueness of the physical universe, despite being so intensively sustained, was not beyond any doubt. Aristotle, though the staunchest supporter of this uniqueness, allowed however for a certain, very interesting exception to it, which he presented in a passage of De Caelo, while trying precisely to refute the thesis of the plurality of universes :
These universes <κόσμους>, being at least similar in nature to ours <ὁμοίους γ᾿ ὄντας τὴν φύσιν>, must all be composed of the same bodies as it. Moreover, each of the bodies, fire, I mean, and earth and their intermediates, must have the same power as in our world. For if these names are used homonymously, if the identity of name does not rest upon an identity of form in these elements and ours, then the whole <τὸ πᾶν> to which they belong can only be called a universe by homonymy. 24 Further, Aristotle argues that, if supposedly distinct universes are made of bodies similar to each other in nature -having the same substance or essence -, they will end up composing one single greater universe, which is precisely what he intends to prove. 25 Therefore, in addition to this universe of ours, other universes remain possible, insofar as they are homonymous : that is, they must have no community of nature or substance with ours ; hence there is no point at all in calling them "universes" rather than "cigars", "glasses", "presidents" or "cats". Consequently, the idea of a plurality of universes seems to have been convincingly refuted.
In fact, "homonymy" is a complex concept in Aristotle's philosophy, because of the twofold meaning it acquires in some works, like the Metaphysics and the Nicomachean Ethics : here the concept refers not only to things brought together under the 22 cover of the same name by mere chance <ἀπὸ τύχης> (like "dog" the animal, and "dog" the constellation), as the case is in the Categories, but also to entities that, though different in species and genus, are called by the same name with good reason. These form a kind of unity by analogy <κατ᾿ ἀναλογίαν>, which means that they relate to each other as the terms of a proportion do. 26 Aristotle shows, for instance, that within each genus and even within each category we likewise meet what we usually call "matter", "form", "privation". 27 However, these universal principles, though they play similar roles within each category, have no unity of species and genus, because they belong to different categories which are incommensurable <ἀσύμβλητα> and irreducible to a unique super-genus. Nevertheless, they still keep a loose unity by analogy (i.e. by means of a proportion : a:b = m:n) and, thus, it is reasonable to call them by the same names ("matter", "form", "privation").
Maybe unfortunately, Aristotle did not contemplate the possibility of another homonymous universe by analogy, rather than by chance, and, thus, reasonably deserving to be called a "universe" as well. Alexander of Aphrodisia, in his Commentary on De Caelo (quoted by Simplicius), seems to have not completely dismissed the idea of several homonymous universes, provided one could "explain <διδάσκειν> how each one's nature is". 28 Did he mean homonymy by analogy while asking for "explanations" ? At any rate, arbitrariness cannot provide explanations, while analogy can.
Again, Plotinus made a step further. I believe he actually hinted at how one could develop and explore this implicit possibility which the idea suggested in De Caelo seemingly contained. So could Plotinus' universe 3 be a "homonymous" one, clearly not only numerically different from ours, but also in species and genus, therefore completely other in "nature" and disconnected from our universe, yet still a real universe κατ᾿ ἀναλογίαν, and not ἀπὸ τύχης, and so keeping a kind of loose unity with our world ?
IV
Once he affirms H1 and its consequences, Plotinus tries to make his idea about what a universe is like more convincing, by responding to an objection :
If this outer body were not part of our universe, but were nevertheless colored and in possession of all properties, like the bodies of our universe, and being of the same species <ὁμοειδές> with the organ of sight, couldn't it be seen, however ? 29 No -Plotinus answers -, it couldn't be seen, for one must hold on to H3 (the outer object is no part of our universe) up to the end. In fact, this outer body cannot be of the same species with the eye at all, because things belonging to different 26 universes can be said neither similar, nor specifically the same. In fact, it is our cosmic Soul who made the sense organs and the sense objects to be kindred and sympathetic to each other -Plotinus explains -and they are similar just because they are parts of the same cosmic, unitary Animal, and not the other way round. It is the Soul, as it were, who created similarity itself.
Here Plotinus expresses a very new and strange idea for his time : resemblance, similarity, kindred and other relational properties simply make no sense, if absolutely conceived of as generally and objectively shared, physical or geometrical properties of bodies, irrespective of the place these bodies occupy in "universe" 4. An old universalistic, all-knowing, absolute perspective is, thus, called into question in favor of a topical and relativist viewpoint. This idea is in agreement with his famous theory of beauty : accordingly, things are not beautiful because they possess a few objective, absolute, mathematical properties, but because they are "unified" by the Soul. 30 What Plotinus struggles to explain is that two bodies cannot be generally and absolutely said to be similar, of the same species, or sympathetic to each other, as though they were looked at from the outside of the universe by "God's eye". Similarity is meaningful only within the same cosmic Animal. 31 Therefore it is preposterous and inconsistent -Plotinus argues -to presuppose both a plurality of universes and one single, general, objective, absolute similarity, connecting bodies across distinct universes :
If the creative principle from there were a Soul completely different <εἰ τὸ ποιοῦν ἐκεῖ ψυχὴ πάντη ἑτέρα> [from our cosmic Soul], the things which we suppose to exist out there would not be similar at all to our cosmic Soul. 32 Now let us ask ourselves what meaning Plotinus is likely to have assigned to ψυχὴ πάντη ἑτέρα. He is not explicit, but I do not see why we could not clarify his excessively concise formulation and thus somehow continue the line of his thought experiment. Obviously, the two cosmic Souls must differ not only numerically and specifically (for they are not ὁμοειδεῖς), but also generically. For otherwise, they still might communicate with one another and be similar. Indeed, only "things that differ in genus admit no transit between them ; they are very distant and incommensurable to one another," Aristotle said. 33 Therefore, as I have already suggested, ψυχὴ πάντη ἑτέρα should rather point to a homonymous Soul κατ᾿ ἀναλογίαν. The proportion Plotinus obviously keeps in mind has, indeed, four terms which make up the following relation : as our cosmic Soul is the creative principle <τὸ ποιοῦν> in our universe, so is the other Soul the creative principle in the other universe (τὸ ποιοῦν 1 :
30. ID., Enn., 1.6,1-2. 31. In his otherwise lucid commentary, E. Bréhier gives a hint of this extraordinary idea, yet he is short of noticing how revolutionary against the background of "classic objectivism" it actually was : "À cette instance, Plotin répond : la similitude ou correspondance que vous supposez entre l'oeil et l'objet extérieur à l'univers ne peut avoir d'autre cause que l'unité de l'âme qui a fabriqué l'un et l'autre ; or, si étant semblables, ils ont été fabriqués par une même âme, c'est qu'ils font partie d our universe = τὸ ποιοῦν 2 : the other universe). Therefore, we can call them both "Souls" by analogy and we can also call "universes" what they created. Clearly, Soul and "Soul" are not similar at all with respect to their substance or nature, since they have no common matter or form which only the unity of genus and species can provide, and so their φύσις is "completely different". Nevertheless, they occupy the same position (or have the same function) -that of τὸ ποιοῦν of each one's universe -in a proportion made up of four terms. They might be called "counterparts" as well, if we wish to use David Lewis' concept. If it is so, then the All ("universe" 4) will still hold a certain unity, though one of the loosest kind -the unity by analogy described by Aristotle in the Metaphysics. 34 Yet, it will be enough to the All to be one and not many. On the contrary, the difference in genus will be blocking any flow of information and any direct causal relation among those analogous, though not similar, universes which will be many and not one. Confined to its own universe, the eye, which Plotinus speaks of, will see nothing outside, even though analogically there may be plenty of "colors", "umbrellas" or "cats" out there. But we, as humans, can never tell, for that eye, though raised so high "on the back of the heaven", is still all ours and never God's ! V This is the clear result of Plotinus' thought experiment -a result not very remote from what the philosophy of the "possible worlds" has taught us : we are in no way privileged with respect to the inhabitants of other possible universes, not even in what regards our "actuality". So we should give up an absolute, all-knowing viewpoint, detached from our peculiar position of inhabitants of our world. For instance, David Lewis considers "actual" to be just an indexical term, which means that any inhabitant of a certain universe can say : "My universe is actual, and not just possible." "This [indexicality], he says, makes actuality a relative matter : every world is actual at itself, and thereby all worlds are on a par." 35 Moreover, Plotinus' thought experiment meets some modern cosmological representations, such as the idea that for regions lying beyond our "horizon", since they are forever unknowable to us, there is absolutely no way to decide whether an assertive statement, such as : "A is (was) B", or "A is (was) not B" is true, or false. (Only a conjoint statement : "A is [was] either B, or not B" is necessarily true.) Yet, for all his intellectual courage, Plotinus did not go any further. He never explicitly formulated this obvious result. He never explicitly admitted C4 (a,b). He never said that proposition P (our universe is unique) was intrinsically non-decidable, though he probably suspected it was. Nevertheless, he did not deny the possibility of the existence of more universes than just one, either. What he strongly and rightly denied was only that a world could be both a universe and be in sympathy, or in 34. ID., Metaphysics, 5, 6, 1017a, 1-3. 35. David LEWIS, On the Plurality of Worlds, p. 93. communication with another world -that it could be "both complete and incomplete", as he put it, which is an extremely important, logical conclusion. Thereafter, the philosopher closed the chapter, as well as the whole long treatise entitled "Problems regarding the Soul". He will never resume his thought experiment which, to the best of my knowledge, has passed little noticed, probably considered by most interpreters to be a sheer curiosity.
Several likely reasons for Plotinus' reticence can be given : a) Plotinus (as well as his followers, such as Porphyry, Jamblichus, Proclus, etc.) was not very much interested in the physical universe. We know that "he looked like someone who felt ashamed of living in a body." 36 His main philosophical concerns lay with investigating the superior hypostases : Soul, Intellect, the One. No wonder he abandoned a research to a large extent (though not entirely) dedicated to the physical world. b) Plotinus could have faced some metaphysical problems had he tried to conciliate the hypostatic Soul with a plurality of analogically homonymous, cosmic Souls. Technically and logically, such a conciliation would not have been impossible had he assigned, for instance, the hypostatic Soul the central role substance plays in the system of the Aristotelian categories. In that case, the many cosmic Souls would have held the position of the "secondary categories" (such as quantity, quality, place, etc.) and would have just referred to the unique, superior hypostasis Soul, without sharing the same genus either with her, or with each other. 37 A.H. Armstrong sees a kind of conciliation possible, because earlier in the same long treatise (Enn. 4, 3,2 ; 8, 3-4) Plotinus had alluded to the fact that the hypostasis Soul was not identical with the cosmic Soul. However, Armstrong misinterprets the force of the counterfactual thought experiment, because, in my opinion, he lacks a clear concept about what a universe actually is : "Plotinus would have had to consider the possibility that there might be two (or more) such partial souls of distinct universes, united by sympathy, as being parts in some sense of the hypostasis Soul," he writes. 38 Yet, as we have shown (following in Plotinus' footsteps), the very idea of "universe" is incompatible with the idea of communication between universes. Distinct "universes" united by sympathy would be just parts of the same greater universe and not universes on their own at all. Only analogy can conciliate the plurality of universes and their incommunicability.
Nevertheless, the whole Plotinian metaphysics (which is actually a "henology") is dominated by the effort to radically reduce multiplicity to unity and to derive the former from the latter. So how could he have condoned a hypostasis Soul that, for all her superiority over the many cosmic Souls, could have neither identified herself with them, nor done away with their separations ? It would have meant to ascribe too nice a role to multiplicity -a quite un-Neoplatonic attitude. Between strictly synonymic 36 and strictly homonymic predication, analogy (understood both as a proportion and as a reference to one single nature) offered a middle way that perhaps only Thomas Aquinas would be able to fully make use of. But by then, one stood right before the threshold of modernity. 39 c) In a moment of genial inspiration (we know from his biographer, Porphyry, how characteristic of Plotinus such moments were ! 40 ), perhaps also pressed by the questions of his students, Plotinus could put forward H1, then examine the alternative of H2 or H3 and their consequences. He presumably sensed the fragility of asserting the absolute validity of P (our universe is unique) and the weakness of some of the traditional arguments upon which it rested. Yet, a few moments later, he couldn't help but recoil. He was not a modern philosopher after all, though his counterfactual thought experiment was certainly well ahead of his age. The times of Leibniz and Kant were not ripe yet. Plotinus could not say like Wittgenstein that, as one cannot see one's own eye, so there is no "metaphysical subject" in the world able to contemplate both the world and himself within it. 41 He was well prepared to imagine a "cosmological possible", but hardly to contemplate the idea of a "noological possible" -i.e. a world the existence of which is only due to the possibility of constituting an object of thought. 42 Ultimately, like many other Neoplatonists, especially pagan, Plotinus could not, but for a brief moment, admit a radical disentanglement between God's mind and man's reason, well guided by philosophy. This is why he was short of appreciating the full significance of his own thought experiment, which called into question precisely an accepted quasi-synonymy between man and God.
VI
Therefore, after a very modern, innovative, breathtaking gaze, Plotinus' "philosophical eye" retrieved its traditional way of seeing. As it were, the philosopher continued (and so many thinkers after him did the same) "to hire God's eyes" for the benefit of metaphysics, theology, physics or ethics, and, accordingly, to look at the world as from outside of it, while imagining this "externalist" perspective as being all natural. 43 How could he have abandoned it, he who urged : "strive not to be blameless, but to be God" ? 44 39. THOMAS AQUINAS, Summa Theologiae, 1, 13. art. 5. While discussing on the status of the names which men use in order to describe God positively, Thomas says that these names are neither synonymously, nor homonymously said both of God and of creatures, but analogically : "Dicendum est igitur quod huiusmodi nomina dicuntur 
